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Abstract

The significance of present article to know the perception of

student toward Indian political system. This study based on the analysis

of idea and knowledge of selected students in Chandigarh city. In

Chandigarh local issues mainly effects to the perception of the student

and focused on the local politics these factor such as caste, Religion

economic level and regionalism also influence to the thought of students

in Chandigarh city. In this study we selected 50 students from traditional

and professional educational background to know perception about

political system most of the students concern in local politics and only

few students were aware about national issues one most important

factor was lack of political culture and there was not space to proper

discussion on national politics. Some of the student was visit frequently

on particular palace and discussion on some topic which has not

relevance in Indian political system.
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Introduction

The process of socialization is very important to development of political

perception of human being. In Chandigarh city we find out that political perception

determined by the surrounding atmosphere which was not properly developed in

Chandigarh city. It is individual’s attitude and orientation towards politics that constitute

what is called political culture. Which to a great extent determines the nature and

functioning of political system?

But how is the political culture shaped and how does it come to be what it is?

That is how do students develop their political attitude toward political system

characterized by interact network of knowledge, value and attitude transmitted

between and the group of individuals within political system.

These are the questions how student determine and which factor’s effects

to mind set of student political behaviour. In this article we selected 50 students of

higher education centre and analysis tothe perception of political thought and level of

the thinking about politics.

Method

Data was collected through a scheduled with personal interview on 20 question

with the selected for to analysis student perception on additional politics. Respondents

selected from Chandigarhregion which involve at higher level education programme.

The main characteristics of Indian Society during this period transactional from

traditional to modern and youth political behaviour change rapidly but the emotional

issues time to time convert the nature of youth toward political perception. Globalization

and social transitions objective reality of current construction of socialist modernization

and it is also time background of studying political perception among university students.

University student’s perception toward Indian political system environment

and the values in our observation we observe they disconnected from politics. The

main attributes of these phenomena arise from the nature of politics and social

environment. The following sub section focus on the main points of study what is the

main points towards dullness of youth toward political system.

Alienation from politics

The main point for determines youth perception toward Indian political system

also influenced by state efforts to development of opportunities to development. As

well as state future to generate employment the perception of university students

will be negative. In depth discussion with in respondent we point out that surrounding

culture also effects to the ideology of respondent and they like to discuss local issues
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and most by the review book, news paper, and other natural to be studied focus on

the local politics dominantly.

Political Empowerment is very significant issue to university students for

example in last month. There were the possibilities for student union election but

they suspended till next date in this process the university students’ political

development effected by that activity so state should give direction to provide all

opportunities for university student perception develop for thinking about political

development of higher education students.

In our study more than 60% University student have not proper knowledge

about recent issued in our political system. Some University students who involve in

completions they have greater knowledge about Indian Political system and recent

trends of political parties policy.

There is one important factor Rural back ground respondents not well non

about recent trend is political system.

Political parties at the time of student union election frequentlycontact to

student leaders but all over years they disappearform university campus an amperes

only at the time of election to use the youth in election for his favour so in this

process real political development not properly effect to mind of university students.

One most important factor also analysis during the integration of university

students in depth knowledge about politics is a prerequisite for the effective political

participation. University education is a key component for the accumulation of this

perception. In our political system a lot of politicians are not educated because in our

political system economy is most important factor to determine the consequences

about political system. So that are the economic background to strongly effect political

participation of university student is politics.

The purpose of this study was to understand perception of university students

towards political system and to know what factor effects to the perception of university

student about politics most of the university students want to see a change of present

scenario in the present political system. The study further demonstrate that university

student have not positive perception toward political system, they wants to see a

change in present political system.

Some points important in this study discussed as following

• Family factor is the most influence political Behaviour of higher Education

students give an impact in campus life.

• Management of political campus politics also determine to political Behaviour

of higher Education students.
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• University leadership hopes also influence political perception of higher

educate students.

• Social Environment and geographical conditions also effects to students

perception.

• State politics and local political party also effects to political perception of

higher educated youth.

• In higher educated students one most important role to determine political

perception.

• Higher educated students who involved in active politics they try to maintain

the relationship student’s leader and local political parties.

Conclusion

In our study some fact which observed in this study universitystudent wants

to see institutional changes in present situation. The recent trends in political culture

need to modify. University studentwants all over year frequently contact of political

parties not a specific time (at the time of student union election) higher educated

student wants change in our culture which permitted to capitalist to participate directly

or moderately in medium politics. One important issues security effects attitude of

universitystudent’s perception toward medium political system. University student

participate in local politics dominantly and developed a now trend. The achievable

and effective engagement of university students in politics could bring beneficial

change to current political perception, this may also contribute to mergeparticipation

in politics by higher educate youth. State should conduct the workshops and seminar

to develop the political perception of highly educated youth.
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